KETCHIKAN HIGH SCHOOL

Tearing down the walls

WILLIWAW '91
UN votes to force Iraq from Kuwait
1. U.N. Security Council voted to authorize military action if Iraq did not withdraw its troops from Kuwait. 2. Irish import Sinead O'Connor sang her way to stardom and picked up three MTV Music Video Awards. 3. Puppeteer Jim Henson, creator of the Muppets, died. 4. Van Gogh's "Portrait of Dr. Gachet" sold for a record $82.5 million. 5. Manuel Noriega was captured in Panama and will face drug trafficking charges. 6. "The Simpsons", with Bart Simpson as king of the underachievers, hit the Nielsen Top10 with their prime time TV cartoon series. 7. Emperor Akihito ascended to the Japanese throne in a Tokyo ceremony. 8. Football and baseball star Bo Jackson announced his intention to return to Auburn University to finish his degree. 9. Cincinnati Reds won the World Series in four straight against Oakland. Reds' Eric Davis is shown hitting a two-run homer in game one. 10. Germany united-German youths gathered in Berlin to celebrate German unification. 11. Solidarity leader Lech Walesa was elected President of Poland. 12. Bush (US) and Gorbachev (USSR) held a summit meeting in Washington and signed a series of accords.
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US, USSR, Summit Meeting
Above: "We won't be here!" Jeremy Aldrich and Jennifer Toledo talk about the changes to be made.

Right: "WOW! I didn't know something so little could weigh so much," exclaims Wade Lundberg.
As most of you well know, this is the last year Ketchikan High School will look as it does now. There will be many changes that will ultimately result in a new school.

There are many students out there who would love to have a say in what changes would be made.

"I would upgrade the stage for the drama department." - Tiffanie Stevens

"Most definitely I would like a larger main hallway." - Jackie Bauer

"A better pool." - Brandi Allen

"A separate gym for Drill Team and Cheerleading." - Chandra Travers

"A larger music department." - Jena Arntzen

"I think the school should have a larger darkroom, and a working heating system." - Misty Williams

Left: "I'll miss it! Jennifer Pierce takes one last look.

Above: "Man, I'm going to miss this crazy M.S.R." Heather Moss decides.

Who knows what the future may hold?
STUDENT LIFE
Above: "I love you, Goofy!" exclaims Melissa Dwyer.

Above: Our queen, Myra Kahle shows her stuff.
ALL SUN . . .

And games!

Summer—the one thing we look forward to. The three funfilled months that seem to last only two weeks. How can you describe it? It's definitely not all fun and games! There is usually work to do and money to make. But somehow we manage to squeeze in those ever-so memorable moments that make summer the greatest.

If we could we would make summer last forever and never give up the feelings that come along with this time of year. Summer seems to sit on a sunny beach and let warm thoughts trickle through your wandering mind, out above all, summer is — all sun and games!
WE'VE GOT SPIRIT!

Yes we do!

Well, when it comes to pep assemblies, we definitely express our wild school spirit! From our crazy class posters to our outrageous school cheers. From our creative little skits to our humiliating games, from the Seniors to the Freshmen, we all come out showing our wild and wacky school spirit!

Top: "Displaying" their school spirit, Paul Bergeron, Shane Nevil, Paul Myerchin and Steve Bloom hide behind a trophy case. Left: Suck in that gut! Rob Hagan, Randy Taylor, Matt Hagan and Brad Hagan are hanging tough at the pool.

Top: Those silly seniors Ralph Lewis and Jan Agthe just being themselves. Bottom: 'I think that you'd better see a doctor about this' suggests Jeff Smith to Sheldon Skillie.
FEEL THE MADNESS!

Let it take hold . . .

This year's Senior Carnival was a smashing success as we raked in an all time high of $15,219. All the hours of hard, grueling work paid off. Laying out the plastic tarp, and decorating the booths let us know the carnival was really going to happen. Anticipation grew as the work went on. The many kitchens of Senior homes were in turmoil as the cakes were baked and ready to go. The closer it came to 8:00, the more excited and jittery the seniors grew. As the doors were opened, people rushed in ready to spend, spend, spend! A non-stop flow of people swarmed around the booths, fighting for their turn. Four hours later, tired but still amped, we still were not done. Posters and booths came down, garbage was cleaned up, and we gave our best effort to return our school to its normal state. The Class of '91 definitely ruled on this night of excitement and FUN!!!

Hollywood Stars! Left to right: Jennifer Jackson, Emily Murphy, Danielle Buster, Jennifer Toledo, Adriyn Miller, Angela Wendte, Hillary Webb, Trina Jacos, Alma Manabat, Andria McConnell, Andria Weller, Becky Jackson, Danielle Mchealson.
Up They Go! Male Anslinger and Traci Madden make balloons and clown around. "Gottcha!" says Sten Carlson as he plays with the toy prizes.

"Will it ever end?" wonders Natasha Baumgartner as she works the Ping Pong Toss.

"Make our day!" says Mary Gardner, Lisa Huff, and Jackie Lowell as they round up their prisoners.
OFF CAMPUS ATHLETES

Go with their talents!

Although many of our Kayhi students are involved with school sports, their hidden talents go far beyond the school grounds. From soccer fields to dance floors, these "outer" school athletes certainly know how to stride to the finish. During the hot summer days, we found many high school students swinging their bat at baseball. As that season came to a close, out came the soccer nets. Soccer action was a smashing success, as the Timber & Marine team accomplished their goal by taking the championship. On certain occasions, we found skaters showing others the art of skateboarding. For those of us who enjoy theater and ballet, we saw several of our fellow classmates practice regularly to perfect every motion. After school the weight room was filled with people trying to strengthen their muscles. Whatever sport it may be, our Kayhi students certainly get the recognition they deserve.
HAVING A BALL!!!

WRECKING CREW

SENIORS
Trudy J. Abduhl
If you shoot for the stars and fail a little short, you’ve still gone a long way.

John Adams
Todd Adams

Agthe
A ride in a police car, too not to look around and enjoy it.

Todd Adams

Agthe
Like a ride in a police car, too not to look around and enjoy it.

Albecker

Agthe

Albecker

Ansdorson

Anne Anslinger
What is impenetrable to us really exists, manifesting itself as the highest wisdom and the most radiant beauty.

Albecker

Ansdorson

Arntzen

Arntzen

Deana Barajas
Sarah Barron
The past is only what it makes of us.

Matthew Baumgartner
Chewy wants two all beef patties, special sauce, lettuce, cheese, pickles, onions on a sesame seed bun.
SENIORS COUNTDOWN
DAYS

To the great escape

From the time school started and the "back to school blues" began, the senior class anxiously looked forward to graduation. Realizing that deadlines for college applications had to be met, the panic-stricken seniors rushed to complete ACT's, SAT's, and achievement tests. As their stress load doubled and even tripled, the class of 1991 focused on their great escape.

Daydreaming, Andrea Zeiser thinks ahead to her future.

Natasha Baumgartner
One should not preach love and have a loveless heart, nor preach purity and harbor impure thoughts.

Jennifer Berg
To be or not to be, what was the question?

Nicole Blake

Steve Bloom
By the time you figure out what makes the world go round, you're too dizzy to care.

Robert Boherer
Rosanna Boyer
I don’t explain myself! My friends understand and the rest wouldn’t believe anyway! Right Becky?! 

Becky Breese

Wili Broderick
There is wisdom in silence.

Danielle Buser
You cannot kill time without injuring eternity.”

Henry David Thoreau

Elle Cadente
what works are performed not by strength, but by perseverance.

Dale Campbell
shoot it!

College Prep

"Are you serious? We have to read both of them!" If you haven't taken English IV College Prep you haven't taken English. When the idea of reading two books at the same time finally sunk in, brain circuits overloaded and fuses blew. As we wrote an analytical paper on one novel and took tests on the other, it was hard to keep in other classes. For those of you who finished... congrats. As for the rest of us... did anyone read the middle of Lord of the Flies?

She's got the right idea! Senior Myra Kahle gets the job done.
Ronald Cannon
"The answer to life, the Universe, and Everything is 42."
D. Adams

Sten Carlson
And if the band you're in starts playing different tunes, I'll see you on the dark side of the moon.

Angela Christensen

Chris Christensen
A ship in a harbor is safe, but that's not what ships are made for.

Paula Costa

Glenn Caville
And you run to catch up with the sun, but it's sinking . . .

David Denny

Renee Denton

Antoine Diron
I know not what I do so I take it a lot.

Katherine Donaldson
All right. Mickey's a mouse, Donald's a duck, and Pluto's a dog . . . so What's Goofy?

Leanne Droke
Love, Peace and Happiness Chillin' major pasti-Totally Pauly

WRECKING CREW
Carolyn Duehn
"Now is yesterday's tomorrow. Cosmic California Proverb" Matt Groening

Archie Dundas
Gary Enrheart

Charles Escottton
Robert Feller
Maturity is in the minds: either you grow, or you don't. My choice for obvious reasons is...

Jesse Flory

---

DREAMIN' SENIORS

Think of the future

When asked some of the 1991 seniors said this...

Get a car! Carolyn Duehn

Be a family physician Aimee Slye

Making it through the week Shawn Jetterberg

Go to college Robert Bohrer

Bungy cord off the Empire State Building Rhonda Aquipel

When I get rich I won't forget my friends Robin Kimberly

Get a high score on the ACT! Jackie Lowell

Get married! Troy Hayes

To pay for college without going belly up Jeff Rankin

Drill Team ... superior Hillary Webb

Work for the Peace Corps Ana Ner

Ned Hamlin exclaims, "I got it!"
Dorrit Frederiksen
Jennifer Freeman
Free at last! Free at last! God Almighty
we’re free at last! Martin Luther King Jr.

Angela Fuller
So are best friends, Jeani

Mary Crystal Gardner
Promised on a time, Reason for my
Rhyme, from that time until this season,
I received no rhyme nor reason

Dan Gilbert
Stop all the worry. Most of what you
are worrying about you’ll have difficul-
ty remembering a week later.

Ned Hamlin
Real courage is when you know you’re
licked before you begin, but you begin
anyway and see it through no matter
what. Harper Lee

Jeff Haskel

Troy Hayes
Superficial: How can one live with one
self, when one knows that it is not him
who is living

Greg Hazelquist
Every where is walking distance if you
have time, so don’t hit a telephone
pole.

Patrick Headley
Brian Heck
Ann Hendren
Gena Hendren
For Those About To Rock, We Salute You, AC/DC

Kara Hendricks
Don't make the other's problems yours. It only makes solving yours twice as difficult.

Jason Hillberry

Christian Holderith
Friends have taught me that life is that simple, so you might as well enjoy it. Thanks Nick!!

Mike Homan
Instead of having a cow, there is nothing to nothing until you know how.

Danielle Hopson
It is a jewel or toy, not the prize gives the joy, but the striving to win the prize gives the status.

Linda Marie Huff
Be kind to others as you wish them to do to you ... Forever Young ... 91.

James Hutson

Sandy Jackson
Friend is someone who knows all your faults, but likes you anyway! Right Ronnie?

Jennifer Jackson
Before the reality comes the dream.

Jaqueline James

Shawn Joklberg
The Red Shoes Lives on Forever!!
"Excuse me oh great Senior, but which way is room 1991?"

"Well if you go outside, around to the back of the school, and through the two swinging doors, you'll find it."

Hold it, wait we don't have a room 1991, we don't even have swinging doors, just a Senior giving a frosh a hard time. What advice would you give an unsuspecting frosh?

"Are you sure that's what I should do?" Freshman Sandi Vanhoof asks Senior Gwanah Le-Cornu.

"I may be short, but I'm a Senior, so stay out of my way!"

Scott Smith--"Shut your mouth."
Misty Williams--"Never get behind in Mrs. Tillfston's class! Right Trina!"
Lee Warren--"Watch and Learn."
Traci Madden--"Do everything you can to be tall!"
Tom Nordtvedt--"Double knot your shoelaces."
Heizelle Cadiente--"Hang in there you only have 3 more years left."
Jan Agthe--"Go Sweat!" (Inside joke)
BREAKING BARRIERS

"The Wild Ones!"

Seniors were spirited this year. To the Class of "91", spirit means having pride in the class and Kayhi. According to one Senior, spirit means "the sacrifice of one's sanity for the class." In a sense true, being crazy does make a spirited class.

Senior Fun! Seniors Andrea Zeiser and Rhonda Aquilino breaking through the banner at a pep rally.

John Kimberley
Having been a debater for two years, I'm safe to say I'm not arguing with you, I'm telling you.

Sandy King
I knew in the end, what I didn't at the start, I would have been more careful guarded my heart!!!

Lyn Krauss
I'm not what people think I am!

Quanah LeCornu
Hey Chewy, double that order.

Ralph Lewis
The future isn't what it used to be.

Trisha Lottz
No bird soars too high, if he soars with his own wings.
Jacqueline Lowell
We should all be concerned about the future because we all have to spend the rest of our lives there.

Trina Lucas
Definition of stress: MEN.

Dean Lukin
Where ever you may be, let the wind blow free.

Carien Lundberg
If you want enemies, excel others; if you want friends, let others excel. (Some people have no enemies).

Dawn Taylor

Traci Madden
A stitch in time would have confused Einstein.

Alma Manabat
Being a woman is a terribly difficult task since it consists principally in dealing with men.

Stacy Maplesden
YAFFLING v. Speaking loudly to foreigners as if somehow, this makes you easier to understand.

Jennifer Marks
It's not what is on the outside that counts, but what is on the inside that does.

James Markuson
The only thing more fun than running is eating and right now I'm full.

Andria McConnell
The only thing you can't find is the time to do everything you want.

Daniele Michelsen
Recall it as often as you wish, a happy memory never wears out.

Adryn Miller
Really officer! I have no idea how it happened. The telephone pole just sort of jumped out in front of my car.
Stacy Moore
Jeanette (Jennie) Elizabeth Morin
Falling into love is what I have done. I love Matthew Buad. Sweet Dreams Blueberry.
- Berry
Victor Muller

Sally Murphy
Remember your good memories. But don't forget today and keep the memories behind you.
Margaret Kathryn Murphy
who laughs, lasts.
- Robert Rulghum

Paul J. Wolfgang Meyrchin
Your broadens one's abilities to perceive things overlooked amenities.
- P.M. and S.N.

Robert Nedzwecky
A man can dream all he wants about a woman could make him happy. Too bad it's only a dream.

Zsa Zsa Gabor said “anything is possible when hardwork is combined with belief in yourself and belief in your dreams.”
- Walt Disney

Shane Neve
Take your decisions. Never your reasons; your decisions may be right, your reasons are sure to be wrong.
- Lord Mansfield's Advice

Tom Nordvedt
“Last night I got up and shot an elephant in my pajamas. How he got into my pajamas I’ll never know.”
- Groucho Marx

Slade O’Neill
Rap- for people who like poetry and wear baggy clothes. Rock- for people with rhythm and soul and have some idea of what music is really about!

Mike O’Hner
Congratulations to Maile Anslinger and Tom Nordtvedt for winning the 1991 locker competition for Seniors with the most creative lockers. These lockers were picked because of the way they represented their personalities. The way you design your locker tells a little about you. It gives everyone walking by an idea of what you are like. A lot of people decorate their lockers to jazz up the dull look. It brings color and character to your locker. Most people usually decorate their lockers with their favorite stars, sayings, or interests. However, you decorated your locker fine just as long as you enjoy looking at it.

Congratulations to Maile Anslinger and Tom Nordtvedt for winning the 1991 locker competition.
Claudine "Rene" Quinovevo
Be compassionate. It is the sure way to understanding and acceptance.

Thorbjom "Billy" Rame
Never ever will I use my fire when I cannot fight the burning forests.

Jeff Rankin
The race is not always to the swift, nor the battle to the strong, but you better bet that way.

Jerry Rhodes
Procrastination is not the solution to anything. It is the solution to everything.

Sean Schelin
"I uglified because I've got spiky hair doesn't mean I'm not a loving, passionate person. What is a rose anyway without a thorn?"

Billy Idol

Scott

Sears
"Where you go, there you are."

Buckaroo Banzai

Stevie "Hap" Seley
"Whatever you want wants you."

Shelene Sharman
"My friends I luv ya. Be excellent to each other. Party on dudes. Which guy did he go George?"

Rodney Short
"When I hear somebody say that 'Life is hard', I am always tempted to ask 'Compared to what?'"

Sydney Harris

Jennifer Simpson
I know not what the future holds but I know who holds the future.

David Skidmore
It don't matter, just don't bite it.
The great wait

Suddenly, from out of nowhere, I hear a low growling, bringing me out of my intellectual slumber (which is a nice way of saying I spaced out). As I listen closer, the growling seems to be saying something.

"What do you mean only ONE DAY to come up with a topic and article for your senior section? Are you nuts waiting until now?!"

Now, before you break out into laughter, ponder this,

I AM NOT ALONE!

Left, Traci Madden, working hard?

I have heard many a time that same growling in the halls:

"Quiet, I'm studying for a test next hour."

"Could somebody write my paper by tomorrow?"

"Has anybody read The Grapes of Wrath?"

The Procrastination Monster and its partner in time, The Growler, capture us all, leaving behind an aftermath of excuses and feigned sickness.

Oh, golly, look at how much time I've wasted talking about procrastination and I still don't have a topic for my senior section.

Oh, well, it's not due until tomorrow!

Aimee D. Sye
"Religion must conform to science and reason, otherwise it is superstition."
Abdu'l Bahal

Jeffrey Grant Smith
"For our struggle is not against flesh and blood."
Ephesians 6:12

Mike Smith
See people as good and beautiful, even when they seem to be trying hard not to appear so.

Scott Smith
"Honor"
Dr. Steve Bochert

Heidi Lynn Spurgeon
Let your heart guide you. It whispers, so listen closely.

Jasmine Stewart
All you do, do with all your might. Things done by half are never quite right.
GO FOR FREEDOM!

What's freedom?

- "This is the question almost every student asks in his/her school life. Here are some ideas:
- "To go out, without your parents saying no." - Alma M.
- "Summer" - Mrs. Bloom
- "To do whatever I want without getting caught." - Trina L.
- "Being able to not know." - Tracii M.
- "Being able to make your own choice and follow through with it." - Melissa D.
- "The condition of being free of restraints" Am. Heritage Dictionary

Friday's "race" for freedom.

Steffie Stark

"Never know what you've got until it's gone, so don't look too hard for what you've already got.

David Sutton
The only way to live life is on the edge.

Dawn Taylor
Ask not what your country can do for you, but what you can do for me!

Loreal Taylor

30 SENIORS
Randy Taylor
Don’t judge people for what you see or hear about them, get to know them, before you make your decision.

Heather Thynes
“God, grant me the wisdom to know the difference.”
Serenity Prayer

John Tilton
If you can’t do it outdoors, do it some other way.

Jennifer Toledo
Memories are never forgotten. So make them worth remembering.

Michael Trail
Clarence Trout
Don’t be concerned about what you can get from a relationship. Instead, concern yourself with what you can bring to it.

Dave Valentine
“I took the road less traveled by ... and that has made all difference.”
Robert Frost

Frances Vest
“It ain’t no fun wait’n around to be millionaire.”
AC/DC

Kassi Vincent
It’s not whether you win or lose, it’s how good you look.

Christine Walker
Seize the day!

Lisa Walker
Better to be driven out from men, than to be disliked by children.

Jason Wallin
Stacey Ward
You don't need anyone to believe in you, if you believe in yourself.

Lee Warren
You never know how good it is until it's over.

Hillary Webb
Yesterday is a memory, tomorrow is a dream, today is the reality... make the most of it.

Nicole L. Weis
Angela Wendte
What is beautiful is not always good, but that which is good is always beautiful.

Annelle Williams

Jerson Williams
We judge ourselves by what we feel capable of doing, while others judge by what we have already done.

Cathy L. Williams
We can develop everything in solitude except character.

Shelley Zartman
Today's moments are tomorrow's memories.

Guthrie Zastrow
Andrea Zieser
You bet we are!

After being in the school system for twelve plus years, the grads of '91 were asked, "What's the best thing about being a senior?"
- "You finally know the ropes." - Misty Williams
- "Making fun of the freshmen." - Jan Agthe
- "Knowing it's almost over." - Myra Kale
- "Having your sister as a freshmen." - Hedi Spurgeon
- "Total power" - Dean Lukin
- "Domination" - Scott Smith

Left, War Painted Senior, Steve Bloom patiently awaits a pow-wow.

Far left: Not to be dealt with lightly is Stacy Maplesden at the Lip Sync. Above, hitting the high notes are left to right: Russell Thomas, Shawn Jederberg, Brooks Crockett and Robin Kimbery.
BRAIN TEASERS!

Left: I'm stuck! Joel Kinunen does a paper for one of his classes.

Above: How does this go? Kara Nelson trying to figure out something.

Right: An itchy Linda Miles trying to pay attention to her work.
MIND BENDERS

Work, work, work! Six hours, 360 minutes, 21,000 seconds of it every school day and that does not even count our homework! If our bodies were put through training as rigorous as our minds, we would all be professional athletes! As Juniors we think of work with a mixture of anxiety and relief.

Relief because we have completed two plus years in the system and anxiety because the most difficult year is still ahead of us. But with the difficulties of being a senior also come the pleasures and prestige—those are a trade-off any one of us would take!
Left: Smile! Shelly Burnett and Jenna Phillips smiling pretty for the camera. Right: The Juniors hard at work at a pep rally.

Coleen Dougherty
Melissa Dwyer
Go get them Kings!
Jesse Eisenberger
Rhonda Erickson

John Evans
Marcie Fader
Jody Ferguson
Food for Thought
Cheri Feenor

Sonia Ford
Sheila Forty
Misty Franklin
Jennifer Galles
Brenda Gibson
We're seeing triple!

At first you might think that the chlorine was effecting your eyes, then as the rippling waters of the pool settle and they emerge to congratulate each other on yet another victory, you realize that there are three of them! The Hagan brothers represent three of the four legs of Kayhi's top boys swim team.

Eric Gibson

Juniors:
Julie Glaspey
El Guthrie
Brad Hagan
Matt Hagan
Rob Hagan

Chris Hage
Okay?
Kenny Hansen
Amy Hartgenbush
Joe Hasiba

Erik Hawden
Aaron Hughes
Amber Hustead
Aaron Hutlings
Jean James

Courtesy of Ketchikan Public Library and Ketchikan Museums
JUNIORS ARE BREAKING GROUND

Stephanie A. Jederberg
Tor R. Jorgensen
Andrea Joseph
Brian B. Kelly

Carolyn M. Kenyon
Kalina Kessler
Eric S. Kilbury
Amber L. Kle

Stephanie and Misty
Joel Knunen
Gretchen Klein
Shane K. Klinger

Mark Leo
Katherine R. Lewis
Carl R. Lindemann
Melissa A. Manske

Amy R. Marksheffel
Charlie McRee
(Upper left) Ty Vandergriff takes his work seriously.
(above) Sydney Thompson and Pacer Metzenberg: "This is how it's done, Pacer!"

Michael Mcapin
Renee L. McCauley
Vanessa R. McElroy
Craig Montosh
Tavis O. Mclaughlin

Pamela J. Metcalf
Charles Metzenberg
Linda A. Miles
Ginnie Miller
Ruby L. Miller

Jacquelyn Morin
Heather W. Moss
Greta Myerchin
Edson Narvaez
A YEAR TO GO!

Kara Nelson
Natasha Norris
Gerry Olstead
Seanna Osullivan
Sherri Owens

Matt Page
James Painter
Glenn Parker
Laurianne Philbrook
Jenna Philips

Eric Plummer
David Price
Ronald Race
Nerissa Rasmussen
Nicole Rhyner

Terry Roberts
Ferando Roma
David Salee
Anita Sanda
Suzette Sangster
Joseph Sears
Brent Shaffer
Jeremy Shelton
Laurel Shepard
Wade Shull

William Sparks
Cynthia Stafford
Nathan Standridge
Tiffanie Stevens
Robert St. Clair

Justin Stewart
Momoko Suzuki
Ange Taggart
Dominic Tavares
Amanda Tennant

Left: Writing away is Junior, Julie Berkey-putting on the final touch.
At right doing the two R's (Reading n' Relaxing) is Junior, Renee McCauley getting in some extra time on her English.
This school year has kept all of us very busy. Catching up on homework and getting to work on time. Some are involved with sports and theater plays, while others use their lungs while watching our home team play. We try to keep up with the steady pace and we have fun while doing it.
This year's sophomore class brought in a group of talented and athletic students. No long can these people be considered "the bottom of the ladder" nor can they be pushed around as being "a little freshman." This class should be recognized as they proved their achievements to the rest of the school. In a great majority of the activities in school, at least one sophomore was found to be involved with it. Their talents ranged from the husseling bodies of Tyler Haddix, Carl Zink and Kyan Reeve, who all made Varsity Basketball, to the brain power of those Jr. Engineers, Alex Conely and Arvin Ner. Not only do the boys deserve recognition, many of the girls have what it takes! Making girls Varsity Basketball, we can find Jolene Lapiński, Jackie VanVleck, and Penny Hamlin. Hopefully the Class of '93 will continue their successes in the future.
Eric Adams
Steve Andreas
Martha Anlinger
Kindra Baker
Bridge Builder Ner
Riki Balzer

Shannon Barlow
Doug Bedortha
Author Bemler
Robert Benson
Erik Boatwright

Gregory Bolshakoff
Micah Boyer
Allison Brand
Teak Brand
Erika Brown
Shelly Brown

Tracey Brown
James Bruce
Tawnya Bucknell
Jean Cain
Jennifer Cain
Lance Cambell

Julie Carson
Jeannie Colegrove
Chris Collins
Mike Combs
Alex Conely
Brandi Conway

Jay Conway
Brooks Crockett
Shannon Crowder
Nate Currall
Duane Davidson
Frankie Davis
Tim Dawson
Anthony Deboer
Kimberly Demmert
Rey Denny
Melody Denton
Shana Droke
Tauni Duncan

Lonnie Duncan
Amy Dwyer
Christoph Eddy
Matthew Ertzberger
Carrie Fairbanks

Clint Faulkner
Randy Feathers
Jeremy Frye
Ian Geibich
Michele George

Toby Gillen
Noreen Gilmartin
Stephanie Gossman
Tony Gossman
Evelyn Guthrie

SURPRISE! Carolyn Wells celebrates her birthday.

ARTIST AT WORK! Teke Brand works on his art project.
"Well, can I do it like this?" asks Lance Campbell as he talks to Mrs. Zelenasky.
Ryan Klinger
Richard Kraus
Preston Krauss
John Lancaster
Chris Langsang

Karen Langsang
Jolene Lapinski
Kris Larson
Misti Lattin
Shay LeBeau

Becky Lee
Thomas Llanos
Amy Lockhart
Benita Lucas
Rhonda Lundamo

Wade Lundberg
Shane Mahr
Gleece Mathes
Tammy McAllister
Maria McDaniel

Above: Working hard or hardly working? Ginnie Miller, Bihta Lucas and Michelle Gorge are "tearin' at those books."
Left: Sing your heart out! Russel Thomas "shows us how it's done."
OTHER DAY OF STUDY! Melody Denleeply does her work.

Betsy Nelson
Arvin Ner
Micheal Nygard
Jaime Paule
Matilda Pechay

Courtney Peratovich
Jeanne Perry
Kathy Perry
Heidi Peuru
Robert Pew

Jennifer Pierce
Kelli Prather
Harvey Preshaw
Jack Preshaw
Joyce Puaque
YOU'VE GOT TO BE KIDDING! Clint Holt, Kimberly Demmert and Connie Miller wonder if it will ever get easier.
SOPHOMORE STRUGGLE

Irene Shields
Cassandra Smith
Joshua Spencer
Joyanne Spencer
Andrew Spokely

Roxie Spromberg
Laura Stafford
Travis Straight
Alicia Sturgess
Darrel Suoh

Ryan Klinger
Kevin Sund
Tracey Sund
Bob Sutton
Daphne Swearingen

Matt Tavares
Russell Thomas
Kristen Thompson
John Threet
Chandra Travers

Davinia Tullos
Vincent Umphrey
William Urquhart
Jackie VanVleck
Nathan Vlaun

BUILDING BRICKS
Contrary to popular belief the Sophomore class can be serious at times. When it came time for the English "I" search paper, you could almost always find some of us in the library searching away before, during, and after school. Some students did their report on skiing, business management, hospital management, counseling, and a wide variety of topics. This paper made a lot of us think about our future and life itself.

Left: Hard at it, Lonnie Dunkin (Bomber) searches for an article.
BEGINNING OF THE END

Tyson Adams  
Sean Adecock  
Gregory Aldrich  
Charlie Anderson  
Tara Anthes

Ian Austrey  
Chaka Babarovich  
Ray Banhart  
Cheryo Baumgartner  
Kelly Berg

Kim Booding  
B.J. Booth  
Shawn Botch  
Tiffany Bovie  
Kimberly Bradford

Alisa Breese  
Toby Bright  
Ryan Bromley  
Chris Bruce  
Kristin Bruening

Joel Bruesch  
Melinda Buel  
James Byron  
Michael Canfield  
Rachel Cannon
Jody Carson
Traci Chamberlain
Peter Cochran
Emily Cook
Jennifer Cordie

Shad Cotter
Chris Cowan
Pat Cruze
Carol Cruz
Melissa Cummings

Chris Curran
Ariana Cusack
Kirk Deal
Rodel DelLeon
Teresa Dewitt

Brendan Diment
James Dix
David Doyon
Kathryn Duff
Lelani Finau

Nathan Leask

Left: Lounging around! Trina Elliot, Beth Hartly, and Julie Parrot keep themselves busy.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING!!!

Tara Norris
Trina Elliott
Eric Embree
Jason Entwistle
Heidi Erickson

Misty Estes
Lekani Finou
Autumn Finley
Amber Fisher
Angela Fisk

Eliasca Freby
Carey Gale
Sarah Gardner
Melissa Wallace
Jolene Gibson

Michael Gilbert
Michael Gillen
Mandi Glasser
Christina Gould
Angela Green

Douglas Greer
Heidi Hales
Jennifer Hamlin
Mindy Hamlin
Clay Hancock

BUILDING BRICKS

58
You had lived with this particular person ever since childhood. You whined day after day for more attention from your parents, you fought over the same toys, and if you happened to be lucky— you even shared the same room with them. Now, after you thought it was going to get better, you enter high school as a Freshman when your older brother or sister was a Senior. Many of the Freshmen in Kayhi have Seniors as older siblings to look up to when they need help. A lot of these students share the same interests and talents. The most important thing these kids share is the bond of love.
BUILDING TO NEW HEIGHTS

Starting at the bottom

Freshmen, Freshmen, Freshmen. Will they ever learn???

You can’t expect to come to a new school and be welcomed with open arms now, can you?

“But, at Schoenbar I was so popular.”

Well this isn’t Jr. High anymore, you’ve moved up in the world. High School. Yes, you’ve got to start at the bottom again and work your way up to be that well-recognized Senior.

Hey don’t worry, you’ll make it there, just think, only 3 more years to go.

We’re at the bottom again! Freshmen from L. to R: R. Monrean, C. Hert, and J. Kenyon think to themselves.
Trying to keep his fingers from being tied in knots, Anthony Manabat concentrates in typing class.

"How old was that piece of candy?" Melissa Cummings wondered.
Two blind mice? Mindy Hamlin with Evelyn Macmanus

Yes, Yes, they have arrived! The largest class has hit the school. They've stormed through the halls in mass quantities. Yes, it's the Class of '94! Freshman have entered the lives of the 'old-timers' here at Kayhi. These new-comers are beginning a four year journey of life in high school. A life of pushing and shoving, broken dreams, shattered hearts, lost homework assignments, Saturday School, after school detention, long and hard tests, unfair teachers, etc. But hey—that's just one side of the story. High School is also filled with high achievements, falling in love, meeting and strengthening friendships, and finally succeeding in what the four years of education means: GRADUATION!! For right now, build on to what you have. Besides, you have three long and memorable years ahead of you.

Beth Peterson
Melinda Pilot
Jason Pelli
Rondi Reimer
Jack Reynolds
Michelle Richardson
Matt Ridinger
April Riley
Byron Robards
Declan Roberts
Uriah Rolando
Jennifer Rose
Hannaline Schiel
Makila Rustad
Linda Schmitt

Mandi Olmstead
Aaron Schultz
Alicia Scoblic
Jaime Sheldon
Rhea Monrean, Christine Hert

So hold on!
Above: "I'm tired!" yawns Melinda Maneman.
Right: "I've got it! Never mind you get it!" exclaims Harold Kifer

Aaron Shull
Kevin Smestad
Kriste Smith
Chris Speck
Otto Spromberg

Kylin Spurgeon
Becky Stadurs
Robert Stanbery
Adam Starr
Corey Steffen

Jeremy Stevens
Robert Stosel
Julie Strunk
Deana Tachell
Christina Tavares

Jed Taylor
Jenny Tennant
Rod Thomas
Sylvia
Brian Tillotson
GREAT EXPECTATIONS

Too much or too little???

As Freshmen we all expect something to be more than it really is. From being recognized in the hallways as Freshmen to being recognized for a accomplishment we’ve made.

Your Freshmen year is full of new and exciting things to experience; don’t expect too much or too little.

In a daze, Keith Walker wonders what his life will be like in the future.
Mr. Crockett concentrates on a point during zero hour.

Enright Hennsey and Dan Ortiz

Jeanie Sande and Jon Wipfli

Enjoying the solitude of the library, Carrie Bisbaw prepares for her next class.

As everyone knows, going to school is difficult. You have to study and keep a set schedule very closely. Well, if it is difficult for students you can imagine how hard it is for teachers. With lesson plans, tests, grading papers or lending an ear, our staff is a very busy group of professionals. Although they require a great deal from us; (much of which we would rather not have to deal with) they do their best to prepare us for the world beyond these old walls. It is not uncommon for them to share their personal experiences as well as their academic expertise. There is a great deal to be learned from both. Whether it is off to the job market, off to college, off to travel, or just off the island, our staff has done its best to prepare us for what we will find there.

Ahhh, 10 seconds to relax! Mrs. Zelensky catches her breath between classes.
In addition to the Spanish and French classes, a new language class has been made part of this year's program. As everyone knows, the Japanese are very industrious and hard working people. Their language is becoming recognized internationally and is being taught at most schools around the country.

Mark Loe is delivering his debate speech.

Understanding zero hour American government is not easy as Jennie Morin finds out.
Above: the Japanese class has real live demonstrators.

Christa Bruce starting off her morning class with some Japanese language.

And now starring Jennifer Rose and Emily Cook in a Spanish duo.

Reading graphs is not as easy as it looks—just ask Billy Ukheart.

ACADEMICS
Teachers make learning fun

From the first day of school, all students expect their teachers to be serious, strict, and boring. The stereotypical teacher is the person standing in the front of the classroom, yardstick in hand, delivering a monotone speech on the Gettysburg address, the quadratic equation, or how all students should respect substitute teachers.

On the other hand, there are several teachers who seem to "stand out from the crowd". For example, Mr. Sander who always wore his loud neck ties, Ms. Miller who participated in Halloween (see picture), and several others who tried their hardest to make learning fun.

Ms. Miller and Chris Bruce show off their Halloween creations. (Upper right)

Shane Nevil takes a snooze. (Right)
Kirk Deal and Rod Thomas decide to make an atomic bomb.

Lydia Earle anxiously stares at the fish eggs.

Chris Larson and David Salie are going fishing.

Kirk Deal and Rod Thomas decide to make an atomic bomb.
Although there were no cheerleaders, pep bands, or cheering crowds one of the most challenging Kayhi teams, the Academic Decathlon (ACDC), found themselves thrust into the world of academics.

Since this year's competition focused on the 60's and 70's, the ACDC members researched everything from John F. Kennedy to Diana Ross and the Supremes. In preparation for the first competition, the students combed the library for answers to questions like "Which two reporters uncovered the Watergate scandal?" and "What was the mission of the Mariner II?"

Their hard work paid off when the students, after almost ten hours of testing, interviewing, and giving speeches, earned both second and third places. They all agreed that the outcome of their studying was well worth it.

ACDC members are: Chris Bruce, Mr. Wipfli, Arvin Ner, Alisa Breese, Alex Conley, Bill Sparks, Allen Larson, Rodney Short.

Patience Sherman, Carolyn Duehn, Allison Jackson, Chris Holdreth (Not pictured is Shell Broderick)
"Looks pretty good," thinks Bill Urquhart as he tests his bridge before the bridge building contest.

Mr. Sander just another ounce before the bridge can take it no longer.

BUILDING UP

N.H.S. adds
New members

The National Honor Society's returning members chose 23 new members this year. They chose them because of their superior leadership, service, and academic skills.

The new members are Brandi Allen, Sarah Barron, Shelli Broderick, Colleen Doughtery, Carolyn Deuhn, Brenda Gibson, Rob Hagan, Troy Hayes, Jennifer Jackson, Chris Kemp, Gretchen Klein, Ralph Lewis, Karl Lindemann, Trisha Loitz, Alma Manabat, Danielle Michaelsen, Linda Miles, Adryn Miller, Tasha Norris, Aimée Stye, Jennifer Thompson, Rebecca Valentine, and Rebecca Wingreen. Returning members are Andria Mcconnell, John Tilotson, Matt Baumgartner, Steve Bloom, Jeff Rankin, Robin Kimberly, Krisan Patterson, Angela Wendte, Chris Walker, Jennifer Simpson, Maile Anslinger, Ana Ner, and Tasha Baumgartner.
Playing the keys

This year our business class has been very busy. We have been doing programs for all sorts of special events, compiling a phone directory for Valley Park, balancing corporate ledgers, and planning how to make our first million. The computer classes have also been hard at it. It is a constant challenge trying to keep up with all of the new technology and computer programs. Brains, eyes, and sometimes tempers may become strained, but those who persevere are better equipped to enter the future job market. Thanks to our computer/business department we are well on our way up the ladder.

I can't believe I deleted my whole assignment. Clayton Jones stares blankly into his computer screen.

Above: The finishing touch. Jere Stewart lends a hand to Crystal Boudien.
Left: Term papers typed for $10: Jenna Phillips, Antone Dorion, Jenny Miller, Clayton Jones and Jennifer Marks finish their projects in the computer room.
Careful! Bill Urquhart carefully drills his wood.

Smiling Dan Haggard and Jay Conway take a break for the camera.

Above: Brian Schelin, John Adams and Jim Tavares work hard on the motor.
Mr. Bjur and Mr. Hughes have been doing an excellent job with their groups this year. Mr. Bjur's symphonic band has been playing impressively well this year. 15 kids from the band went to southeast honor band in Petersburg. Mr. Bjur said "the band made very excellent progress this year." In the concert choir there were also 15 kids who went to southeast honor choir. They made the same progress as the band. Congratulations Mr. Bjur and Mr. Hughes for a job well done.

How are we doing?

Get Down! Jeff Smith playing one of his solos at a game.

Slow and steady. David Walker working with clay.

Jumping high for the play is Craig McIntosh.
SPECIAL SERVICES

Jodie Buck
Betsey Burdett
Phyllis Burris
Helen Lamarsh

Krysta Luhrs
Mary Kauffman
Brian O’Neill
Crystal Perue

Sing out! The choir gets ready for a concert.
Play it loud! Brian Jimdar makes his sax sing.
Help!!

The office is the very core of our school, without this main ingredient our school could not function properly. We owe a great amount of gratitude to these people who give us the push we need to make it through. Whether it's making sure we go to class, or helping us with problems and decisions facing us. No matter what we say or think, we do need these people.

We had a lot of people in new positions of help. They all did a wonderful job. They really pulled together to do what had to be done.
FOR THE HEALTH OF IT

Physically Speaking

What would we do without those wonderful teachers that help us get motivated to make our bodies a happier place to be.

These people do not only condition our bodies they condition our minds. Being in a more relaxed atmosphere we find it easier to discuss more personal matters.

As you can see we owe a lot to these teachers that care and teach us about our bodies.

Left: Grunt! David Walker does his reps.

Left: Pump it up!
Above: Dunk! Paul Myerchin slams it!

Don Goffinet
David Maynard

Vicki Vincent
WHEN'S VACATION

Extra time????

Working together—the main idea of yearbook. We brought our talents together to make a book of the year. But yearbook isn’t just that. It’s learning how to work with many different people. It’s being there for each other when a helping hand is needed. Without a yearbook every year would gradually fade but with a yearbook your past memories can be brought back to life again and again. Those wonderful times you had are always there for you to pick up at any moment. As yearbook members we have a great amount of responsibility and pressure upon us. What we put in this book we are judged by. I am absolutely positive that by the time you read this you will be pleased with what we have accomplished.

Jealous of their dancing skills, Myra Kahle and Jan Agthe admire the Time Warp.

Middle Right: Senior Tom Nordvedt teaches Melissa Wallace a few things about Devo.

Top, Back Row: Tim Dawson, Jan Agthe, Melissa Dwyer, Gene Hendren, Carrie Fisher, Jennifer Maks, Traci Madden, Tom Nordvedt, Trina Lucas

Travis Wright, Melissa Wallace, Front Row: Andrea Joseph, Felicity Kile, Alma Manabat, Myra Kahle, Misty Williams, Shelli Broderick, and Peter Boiling.

Above: Caught with his mouth open again, Travis Wright while Jan Agthe works hard.
TRIGGER HAPPY

Say cheese!

What a wonderful world they see. Photo II brings the beauty of creativity to us. They have helped record the year along with wonderful artwork. They continue to perfect their skills and can only get better. If only our world could be as beautiful as Photo II "pictures" it for us.

Upper Left: L to R, Rex Seley, Jackie Morin, Misty Williams, Richard Knaus, Jennifer Pierce, Angie Taggart, Joli Buel, Misty Lattin, Tobi Ward, Barbara Morrison, Kathy Donaldson

Left: Is love a drag? Tammy McAllister hangs on to her man, Ralph Lewis

Lower Left: Photo 2, Cindy Biagi, Cheril Fleenor, Brenda Gibson, Andrea Joseph, Esther Rhodes, Renee McCauley, Ann Reynolds, Laurel Shephard, Tammy McAllister, Gary Ehrehart, Ralph Lewis, Irene Shields, Brian Schelini, Misty Franklin, Patience Sherman

Maritime

When you live on an island, you appreciate the small things that influence your life, like, say, the water. Some people depend on it for a living, others just for a good time. In Kayhi there are many students who fit into both groups, which is why the

Maritime class is so important. Among other things, they study navigational aids, fishing techniques, and make lots of trips on the Jack Cotant. With all of this hands-on experience, those fish had better watch out!

About to head seaward on the Jack Cotant, Chris Mackie, Steve Kinney, Robert Stosser, John Langcaster, and Nate Maplesden prepare to shove off.
LABOR UNIONS

ORGANIZATIONS
they mean

busines

Politics? They know all about it. SBA simply means Student Body Association which in turn means an association of incredibly cool, smart people. One representative from each homeroom is chosen together with all class officers and combined they are a group of kids who know how to get what the school wants. This year Tasha Baumgartner started a committee to adopt-a-child which seemed to work out well. Often seen was Mr. Hamlin dropping your brunch change into the donation box. All in all, SBA did some great things for the school and should be commended.

Top: Our fearless leaders-pres. Male Anslinger, vice. pres. Chris Walker, secretary Aimee Siye

Far Right: No, wait, listen to reason. Randy Taylor and Glenn Coville.

Above: There he goes again! Mr. Hamlin caught in the act.

Right: A homeroom rep. with a big heart. Natasha Baumgartner.
Below: A pooped Jennifer Pierce lends a hand in recycling.

Top Right: Three Amigos; pres. Tasha Norris; vice, pres. Carl Lindemann; secretary Sarah Collins.

Below: Three new recruits; pres. Mindy Hamlin; vice pres. Leilani Finau; secretary Cheyoko Baumgartner.

Above: Three ring circus; pres. Brooks Crockett; vice, pres. Shay LeBeau; secretary Kyan Reeves.

Above: Three Musketeers; pres. Ana Ner; vice pres. Robin Kimberley secretary Rhonda Aqui- pel.
Pep it up!

Kings ... K-Hi ... KHS ... No matter how you say it, Kings have always ruled. This year we temporarily lost our school spirit — but we came back with a loud roar. All of the sudden, the stands were full and pep club filled the gym with laughter, screams, and awesome cheers. “We are, we are, we are the best. Who are we? We are KHS!” Kings did a great job this year thanks to the encouragement of pep club and an incredibly loud pep band. We were there for the teams through thick and thin.

"WE LOVE OUR KAYHI KINGS"

Right: He’s gonna need some cough medicine. Ron Jimdar and Elizabeth Berry. Above: “I want you to do the wave now!” Demands Slade O’Neil.

Above: Did you see that foul?” chuckles Heizelle Cadiente to Nate Maplesden.

Above: What an inspiration Eric Klbury is to the Kayhi Kings. Top: Toot your flute, Martha Anslinger and Michelle George.
Above: Showing us their pride and joy, Paul Bergeron, and Jeff Smith play their hearts out.

Perfect trio

Some say it's talent and some say that it takes a lot of work. Paul Bergeron, Jeff Smith, and Maui Valentine have what it takes to be the best musicians in Kayhi. They have worked hard and their tunes have been heard in classes, halls, and of course in band. Maui lends a note in wishing a fellow student Happy Birthday and Jeff played his guitar in French for Christmas. While Paul plays his heart out in Pep Band. Yech for these three!

Kayhi Pepsters: Tasha Baumgarner, Trish Loitz, Kristan Patterson, Martha Amslinger, Maui Valentine, Paul Bergeron, Micha Boyer, Glenn Parker, Clint Hatt, Dean Lukin, Jena Arntzen, Michelle George, Traci Madden, Colleen Dougherty, Carrie Billborrow, Jean Cain, Jennifer Cain, Justin Stewart, Maile Amslinger, Jeff Smith, Danielle Hopson, Bill Urghart, James Bruce, Ron Race, Jason Williams, Scott Dasset, Eric Kilbury, Steve Bloom, Craig McIntosh, Allen Larsen, Brennalee Jones, Shane Nevi, John Tillotson, David Skidmore, Jennifer McIntosh, Andrew Spokeley, Ross Umphrey, James Wisert, Chris Bruce
To be or not to be...

A Thespian that is. A Thespian is a person who has shown dedication and talent in the area of theater. To become a Thespian a person has to put in a lot of hours both on stage and behind it. We are a group of dedicated individuals who all have different strengths and talents. Throughout the year we have received a new director and have undergone many different changes. We have begun to compete and travel throughout southeast, and have also started to make money to send some of our members to a Shakespeare festival in Ashland, Oregon this summer.

I want a car, a yacht and... says Travis Wright to "santa" Misty Frankien.

I can't work with these people! says Linda Miles during a photo session.

Ready set... ACT!!! Top from left to right Chandra Travers, Emily Cook, Rhonda Erickson, Brenden Demmert, Ruby Miller, Linda Miles, Eric Kilbury, Ms. Patton, Andy Mullen, John O'Brien, and Travis Wright.
BROADWAY!!!

And one . . . and two . . . Carrie Blsborrow practices ballet.

If you like it I'll slap you again! says Heizelle Cadiente to a stunned Craig McIntosh.

No, no please! Pleads Linda Miles as David Webberg and Jenifer Thompson "plays Pool."

Kayhi's Drama Club

Touch us and DIE!!! Maile Anslinger and Robin Kimberly. On guard!
NATURAL HELPERS REACH OUT

Right: Cracking up. Kevin Sund is amused by Kristan Patterson's words
Below: Deep in thought is Misty Williams

Leaving a hand

It was a night of laughter
It was a night of tears
It was a night we'll remember
A night we shared our fears
One remembered a lost loved one
Another a far off place
And I thanked God for everything
Even the stranger's face
There was more than what was said
More than one might hear
It was the feelings that well up inside
That seem to bring on the tear,
It was a night of laughter
It was a night of tears
It was a night we'll remember
-Shawn Jederberg

Right: WOW! Look at all those Natural Helpers gawks Russell Thomas

Clint Faulkner, Mrs. Luhrs, Mrs. Osbourne, Mr. Stewart, Dwane Davidson, Mrs. Conley, Justin Stewart, Ian Gelbrich, Todd Bright, Jennifer Pierce, Kevin Sund, Mr. Cotfe, Wendy King, Misty Williams, Kristan Patterson, Tim Dawson, Traci Madden, Heizel Cadiente, Shelley Brown, Jenny Morin, Robin Keimberley, Amy Slye, Kelly Berg, Casey Smith, Emily Cock, Russell Thomas, Carol Cruz
Once upon a time in the magical land of Kings, there was a fairy princess named Mrs. Luhrs who had a long, long dream. She dreamt about a group of high school students having a great time planning activities and teaching in child care centers, she saw them exploring careers in early childhood education, learning how to have positive relationships with children by developing skills in communication and dealing with children's behaviors, she saw that these would be basic life skills that the students could use for all eternity. When Mrs. Luhrs awoke, she realized that all of these things had happened, bringing great joy to the land of the Kings. And they lived happily ever after.
What’s playing?

The Symphonic band has been playing dynamically this year. They played to their best ability and kept the audience on the edge of their seats waiting for more. The Symphonic hypnotized the audience with the beautiful music flowing throughout the auditorium. The Symphonic band requires a lot of hard work and time to get the sound the audience hears during the performance. You are considered the best of the best when you reach the Symphonic band level. It is considered an honor more than anything because not only do you get a better music selection, but there is also more self-satisfaction you feel good about yourself when you know you have done a good job at a concert. When you are on stage you get excited about performing because you want to show the crowd that you are the best. The song’s that the band plays challenges their ability and skill.

Jenny Morin, Martha Anslinger, David Skidmore, Dean Lukin, Carrie Bisburrow, Tracey Madden, Mark Leo, Shane Nevill, Amy Markshetrr, Andrew McConnel, Jeff Smith, Krista Patterson, Adryan Miller, James Bruce, Carl Lindeman, Molly Murphy, Natasha Baumgartner, Brenda Jones, Brian Jimdar, Ralph Lewis.

Jenny Simpson, Daniel Hopson, Steve Bloom, Glenn Parker, Jennifer Freeman, Jason Williams, Paul Stossel, Jeff Rankin, Sean Mitchell, Wade Lindberg, Eric Kibury, Craig McIntosh, Justin Stewart, Noah Zieser, Sean Adcock, Ron Race, Shawn Sande, Josh Dossett, Andrew Spokely, Bill Urquhart

Getting in harmony are Rob Pew, Ron Race, Justin Stewart and Josh Dossett. The Duetting Duo are Bill Urquhart and Andrew Spokely.
Jazz maniacs!

Why get up an hour earlier every morning? Why stay another hour after school? This insanity? Basically, yes. But these jazz maniacs thrive on the feel. It is a completely different and fun type of music. According to Jeff Smith, "It's mellow, down dirty and cool. The rasp gives a rush. It's smooth and totally awesome." The Jazz band and choir are definitely a very dedicated bunch of people.

Jazz Band: Left to right front Jennifer McIntosh, Jeff Smith, Craig McIntosh, Robby Benson. Middle Adryn Miller, Paul Bergeron, Scott Dossett, Jason Williams, Cari Linderman, Steve Bloom, Shane Neville. Back Mr. Byr, Mui Valentine, Mark Leo, Aaron Hughes, Brenna Lee Jones, Jeff Rankin, John Tillotson, Brian Jimdar.

Above: "We're cool!" Mui Valentine and Paul Bergeron show their stuff. Right: WOW! Jeff Smith has come up with a very interesting talent.
Top: "Do, Ra, Me!" sing Karen Lansang, Melissa Johnson, Julie Parrot, and Brenna­lee Jones while they go over their music.

Above: Open and say "Laah!" Molly Murphy and Cindy Biagi practice their music.

Excellent!

This year Brenna­lee Jones accomplished a very outstanding feat. She was selected out of hundreds of other students to perform in the All Northwest Choir Festival in Seattle. The festival, which is held every two years, brings together 300 outstanding choir members. Brenna­lee Jones, who has never performed with a choir of such magnitude before, is looking forward to the festival which is held in February. When asked if she had any words for other signers in Kayhi her reply was, "All it takes is practice and confidence in yourself: All Northwest is worth the work!"
Treble Choir includes Rendi Rymer, Melinda Pilot, Julie Parrot, Melissa Johnson, Erin Neggly, Mindy Hamlin, Adriana Cusak, and Evelyn MacManis.

Sing out loud, Evelyn!

UP, UP, UP!

Concert Band rockets above the rest

Most students see Concert Band as a stepping stone to Symphonic Band. If this year's Concert Band was any reflection of next year's Symphonic Band, then we may be able to look forward to hearing one of the best bands in the state at our high school!

Blasting off with their fall concert, the band has been going up, up, up! The highlight of their performance was Arlington Ridge. Though they lacked in bass a little, their strong woodwind section carried the band's performance beyond the audience's expectations.

The winter performance included The Piper and Captain, White River Canyon, and March on King's Highway. As they wrapped up the year, the students anxiously looked forward to contributing to the Symphonic Band's success.

Tune it, work it, now you got it Jennifer Cordle.

(Below)

Bonehead? No, these two tromboners are warming up for band. (Left)
The choir has been very busy this year. Mr. Hughes says that the choir is strong. Out of all the members, 15 qualified for South East Honor Choir in Petersburg last October. Besides the singing, fund raising was another big project for the choir. They helped with the candy sales and some of the other people were cleaning up at lunch. Very hard work.

Hold That Note! Penny Hamlin, Amy Markshefel, Vanessa McElroy, and Greg Alrich singing away.

At The Concert, Natasha Baumgarner plays her flute while the others sing...
FOXTROT LIMA YANKEE

Bravo Yankee

The 90-91 Aviation class said this year was very exciting. Most of them want to fly the SR-71 Blackbird, which is the fastest jet in the U.S. Most of them are thinking about a job in Aviation, which is stressed by Mr. Hamlin.

On the helopad with the gang, from left to right, back row, Rodney Short, Mike Combs, Antoine Dalton, John Tillotson, Gary Ethheart, Todd Bright. Front Row, Glenn Parker, Chris Walker, Rhonda Aquipel, Ned Hamlin, Stacey Maplesden, Paul Stossel, Jesse Flory, Ralph Lewis, Ester Rhodes and Mr. Hamlin.

Top Left, Now What? Glenn Parker doesn’t understand

Top Right, We’re Flying. We’re Flying. Pictures of Stacy Maplesden and Rhonda Aquipel are put into a model plane.

Then and Now

Besides being just a math aviation teacher, Dick Hamlin won the Excellence in Aviation Education award this fall. He was the only teacher in Alaska to get it. Along with his 35 years of flight time, he has been teaching of 10 years, so he knows his stuff.
RUNNING WILD!

All over Southeast.

what?! Did I hear you say you’re not going to run X-country? The Heck you aren’t! Listen Bud, do you have any idea what you’ll miss if you don’t? You’ll miss a really keen experience! You won’t be running every night. You won’t meet a lot of new, neat people. You won’t have the opportunity to eat foamy eggs in Petersburg. You’ll miss seeing Chandra Travers.

Top picture: The team, from left: Chandra Travers, Krisan Patterson, Martha Anslinger, Gretchen Klein, Karen John, coach Greg Koleon. Back row: John Tillotson, Tom Nordvedt, James Markuson, Kevin Sund, Jo Nordvedt, Quinton Huneastd.

"How far am I from the finish line?" asks Krisan Patterson. picture above. “Totally burned out” is John Tillotson.

scorch her throat with hot pepper in Sitka.
You’ll miss being bitten by 500 mosquitoes at one practice. You won’t have the chance to lose contact lenses on the highway in Klawock. You’ll miss the great Spaghetti dinners during which Kevin Sund put noodles up his nose. You won’t get to run your home course for Southeast and, You won’t get to see Gretchen Klein win the state championship. Do you really want to miss this?! I don’t think so. Let’s go for a jog.

Right picture: “Getting ready” are Gretchen Klein, Krisan Patterson, Martha Anslinger, Karen John, Chandra Travers. middle picture: “Dog tired” Tom Nordvedt is heading for the finish line.
The Kayhi X-team did a good job during this year's season. Now, after the season is over, it turned out that the most successful individual runner was Gretchen Klein, with her first place in state.

We asked her some questions about her and the team. We asked her, if she had set a goal for herself, and if the team had set a goal for themselves. She said that the team wanted to get first and that she herself wanted to win the state championship in her age group, but to achieve the goal, she had to work hard.

She runs 5 days a week, with a rest on Sat. and Sun. Once a week she takes a long run, which is about 12 mi. Her meals are healthy, to keep her in shape. There are several things that go through her mind right before each race, and her main thought is to get out fast. Her biggest success was to get first in state. She said that she felt very good after winning the race that made her state champion. Her future plans are to keep on running and to go to California for the nationals, where her goal is to get under the top 8 runners in the U.S.

"Agony of de-FEET" by Martha Anslinger.
SLIPPERY WHEN WET

Taking a breather, Brooks Crockett comes up for some air.

MEDITATION - Senior Randy Taylor relaxes before his next race.
Devotion

It took devotion to get up at the crack of dawn to be at the pool by 6am. Our willpower was driven to the limit by being expected to walk past temptations and be at the pool for our afternoon workout! However, by working together with devotion, we launched our way up stream and left the Bears, Vikings, and Wolves stranded on the rocks. The boys finished 1st at southeast as the girls climbed to 2nd place. Despite the ice and snow in Anchorage the boys cruised right on finishing 2nd in state, smashing at least 16 other teams and gaining the reputation of having “No Respect”. All and all the Kings had another great year and came out on top.

Chillin Out! Mat Lux, Ty Vandergriff, Adryn Miller, and Brooks Crockett stand by for their next race.

Bottom left to right: Mat Lux, Adryn Miller, Rob Hagan, Jennifer Corde, Mat Wemer, Randy Taylor, Jena Amtzien, Eric Gilson, Trisha Loitz, Mat Hagan, Angie Tagger, Nathan Leask, Becca Valentine, Sean Mitchell, Laurel Shepard, Brad Hagan, Colleen Dougherty, Brooks Crockett, Jason Pitt, COACH: Gary Crowe

Trish Loitz explains to our Danish exchange student Dorrit Fredriksen that salmon are really fish.
5.4.3.2.1... buzz! The crowd erupts in an ecstatic frenzy as the Kayhi boys varsity basketball team defeats the effort of another puny rival. The 1990-91 season had its definite ups and downs, but the boys positive mental attitude pushed them toward the top. Each game was packed with quick moves, lightning speed, and spine tingling 3 point shots by Scott Smith and Archie Dundas. The boys program was restructured this year under the capable control of new coach Phil Jackson. Under his direction the boys got down and hustled especially on defense in a lot of games. Our boys were nothing short (sorry Davy) of awesome.

Top Right: Peering through the confusion is sophomore Taylor Haddix.
Right: Skying high senior Quanah LeCornu adds to the scoreboard with another two points.

Above: Sighting his shot is junior Davy Price.

Far right: All by himself Archie Dundas is a triple threat.

Right: Leading team warm ups Quanah LeCornu heads to the back of the line after a pass.
Far left: Boys Varsity left to right, Kyan Reeves, Chris Kemp, Archie Dundas, Shane Mohn, Jason Wallin, Aaron Hughes, Quanah LeCorn, David Walker, Mike Vig, Scott Smith, Tylor Haddix, Carl Zink, Davy Price, and coach Phil Jackson.

Left: Risking a foul Chris Kemp goes up for the block.

Far left: Using one hand Scott Smith drives it to the hoop.

Kings-65 Vs. Sitka -55 Home
Kings-54 Vs. Sitka -60 Home
Kings-55 Vs. Met. -44 Away
Kings-60 Vs. Met. -45 Away
Kings-80 Vs. Sitka -67 Away
Kings-77 Vs. Sitka -68 Away
Kings-69 Vs. P.R. -70 Home
Kings-68 Vs. P.R. -59 Home
Kings-51 Vs. Jnu. -70 Away
Kings-59 Vs. Jnu. -65 Away
Kings-63 Vs. P.R. -70 Away
Kings-74 Vs. P.R. -77 Away
Kings-65 Vs. N.P. -70 Home
Kings-65 Vs. N.P. -70 Home
Kings-63 Vs. Met. -45 Home
Kings-71 Vs. P.R. -62 Home
Kings-79 Vs. V.B.C -80 Away
Kings-65 Vs. V.B.C -77 Home

Left: Junior Davy Price proves you don’t need height to guard the big guys.

Lower left: Waiting for the pass senior Jason Wallin sets himself up for the shot.
Starting all over

It isn’t very easy starting a whole new season with new teammates, let alone starting with a new coach. You really don’t know what to expect from him.

This year the Junior Varsity and Freshman Boys Basketball teams were directed under first-time coaches John Brown and David Brown. (It just so happens that these two men are not related to each other.)

For the players it wasn’t exactly easy to adjust to the new coaches. But the teams turned out just fine. With a whole set of new rules our players had an advantage, they could start the season with a clean slate and impress the coaches, and not have to worry about the past.

Clockwise: Defense attack! The Kings guard the net with their lives.

Two, two we want two! Randy Bromley goes up for two.

The 1990-91 JV Basketball team Back row: Coach Brown, Shane Mahn, Carl Zink, Larry Shearer, Ryan Klinger, Charlie Anderson Front row: Noah Zeiser, Matt Kemp and Brian Jones
Help me! Ben Walker pleads. Don't just stand there shoot the ball!


Left - He can fly!!! Anthony Manabat goes up for two.
Below - It a bird!! No, it's just Kyle Wendt acting like one.
RISE TO THE OCCASION

The Kayhi beat

After hard work and dedication it became the rule that the Kayhi Girls Basketball Team pulled off close games with only minutes left on the clock. Although they lost a few frustrating games, they put it all together in the Clark Cochran tournament to take the first place trophy, a feat which had not been accomplished since 1983. The late night practices and the early 7:00 a.m. gym times have richly paid off for the girls, raising hopes for a promising season.

Above, "4 on 1" Tough defense on the part of Amy Hartgenbush, Tasha Norris, Angela Wendle, and Penny Hamlin, make the Juneau team sink to their knees.

Right, Dishing the ball to Jasmine Stewert is Amy Hartgenbush.

For right, Up, up, and away, Senior Jasmine Stewert, towers above her opponents, Metakarta, as she looks to make a clean shot of the backboard.

Courtesy of Ketchikan Public Library and Ketchikan Museums
Below: Ketchikan Girls Varsity Basketball Team: From left to right in the bottom row: Jackie VanVleck, Chris Walker, Jolene Lapinski, and Jackie Morin. Top row left to right: Rebecca Wingren manager, Tasha Morris, Jasmine Stewart, Amy Hartgenbush, Sheila Forty, and Angela Wendte.

Top left: With little time on the clock, Coach Ortiz takes a time out to discuss the next play against Sitka.

Bottom left: The three amigas Jasmine Stewart, Angela Wende and Amy Hargenbush aggressively position themselves for the rebound.
Junior Varsity shines

International Rules

We've got to do what? Jump for every jump ball? Run down the out-of-bounds line with the ball? Watch a 30 second shot clock? Ketchikan girls JV team had to make some major adjustments while playing a series of Canadian teams in British Columbia this winter. "The game is a lot different than the way we play," says JV star Niki Rhyner. "but it's more fun!"

While the girls were with their Canadian hosts they ate at the Prince Rupert D.Q., went swimming and cascading down the indoor water slide, and played some impressive basketball. "The trip was long, but it's nice to be away from the rock for awhile. Besides the boys team travels with us!" exclaimed an "anonymous" JV player.


Eat my dust! Diane Blair leaves an astonished Juneau player two steps behind her.

No doubt about it! Alysia McEachern hits the free throw.
The JV trip to Prince of Wales Island "stunk" according to one player, but was "fun" according to another. The weather was bad! There was slush up to their ankles, roads were layered with ice, the rain chilled them to the bones, and the team ran off the road at 4:00am on the way to the ferry. At one point the road was so slick the team had to make a human chain to cross it! It wasn't all bad though as the boys team traveled with them. "I hate them!" exclaimed Diane Blair, "They kept throwing our sleeping bags in the hoops in the gym!" "It was a bummer, but it makes a good story", reflected Niki Rhyner.

Top left: In your face Babe! Niki Rhyner sets for a jump shot against Juneau.

Working their way up, the C team gets in some shooting practice.
This year's Christmas classics turned out to be quite a success. With our Varsity girls taking first place, and our Varsity boys taking second.

There were a variety of teams participating this year. We had girls from Newport, Washington; Prince Rupert; and Metlakatla. We also had guys from the North Pole; Prince Rupert; and Metlakatla.

Each night the stands were filled with students attending Kayhi now and also many alumni returning home to see how their old school was doing and to visit with other returning students.

Saturday night was quite a night. As anticipation filled the air as to who was going to be the new Homecoming King and Queen for 1990. Slowly one by one the candidates were announced. Andrea Zeiser & Matt Baumgartner, followed by Angela Wendte & Archie Dundas, Danielle Michalsen & Scott Smith, Robin Kimberly & Chris Kemp, Steve Bloom & Heizelle Cadiente, and last but not least Myra Kahle & Quanah LeComu.

And the Homecoming King and Queen for 1990 are Robin Kimberly and Archie Dundas.

Below: Coaches Ortiz and Fitzgerald watch the game intensely.

What was that?! Referee Nader looks with confusion.
Very top: Pep-Pep-Pep! Pepband really wow's the crowd. Above: Smash! Jasmine Stewart blocks the shot.

Go Kings! Jennifer Toledo yells her lungs out.

Middle right: Congratulations! Travis Gilbrich and Cathy Garber crown the new King and Queen.

Bottom right: I got it! Our Boys fight for the ball.
Right: Many, many minnies! The K-Highlites strike their final pose.
Below: HEY MICKEY! Matt Baumgartner smiles pretty for the camera.

COMMAND PERFORMANCE

K-Highlites take the floor

Yes, Yes, Yes. It's time for you to hold onto your seats, stop whatcha doing, sit yourself down and get ready for some grooving. They've marched on the floor and have taken their positions, so kick back, relax, and enjoy the tradition. It's for certain that the Kayhi Drill Team has kept up with their tradition of amazing the crowd as they perform their "Superior" routines during the halftime of the basketball games. The 24 members have dedicated themselves to make each performance unique and enjoyable to you.

These girls don't just know how to dance, but they are involved in many other school activities besides being on the Drill Team. Some Drill Teamers can be seen on stage for drama or diving into the swimming pool as a member of the Swim Team. You can also find some musicians and politicians on the team. No matter what the Drill Team members are involved in, one things for sure, the K-Highlites are devoted!

Right: Leaders of the Pack - Jennifer Thompson, Robin Kimberley, Alma Manabat, Andrea Zeiser, and Hillary Webb.
Above: “Ahh, Relaxation!” says Tawnia Bucknell, Seanna O’Sullivan, Nicole Zeiser, and Mindy Hamlin during practice.

Below: “Bang, bang your head!” The K-Highlites attack us with their performance of “U Can’t Touch This.”

A fond farewell

Nearly half of this year’s Drill Team consisted of the Class of ’91. Eleven members dominated the K-Highlites. Most of the Seniors shared many memories by being on the team; some memories were more memorable than others: “Like when my skirt fell off.”—Myra Kahle “When our music stopped in the middle of the routine.”—Hilary Webb “When Robin kissed my butt in RoboCop!”—Tracii Madden

Leaving the team will be sad for most of the Seniors since 5 of the members have been on it since their Freshman year. Others have been on it for 3 years, and some for 2 years. To the Seniors, the K-Highlites bid you a fond farewell!


Above: Jammin’ to the beat is Seanna O’Sullivan as she grins to the audience.
"Hey man, you wanna come to the b-games with me?" "To the b-games? No way, nothing is happening there. All there is, is a lot of people chasing a ball and the score is going to be in the newspaper anyways."

"Look man, there are a lot of other things going on. All our friends will be there, so that we can find out what we gonna do this weekend and ..." "And what?!"

"And there are going to be the cheerleaders, you know, Julie, Jill, Cindy, Sarah, Danielle, Jennifer and Jennifer ... And tell me do you really don’t care about those girls helping our team to get more baskets? And during timeouts and other breaks they always do small performances to help people over the time until the game continues. I think we should honor their hard work. "Let’s Go!"
Far Left: Lined up are Jennifer Toledo, Julie Berkey, Jennifer Jackson, Danielle Michelson and Sarah Barrows. Left: Danielle M. smiles after Kayhi makes the basket.

Getting ready for the final position are Cheryl May, Tracy Sund, Martha Ansinger, Beth Peterson, Karen Langsang, and Melinda Buel.

"Maybe we are the only ones at the game" says Melinda Buel to Beth Peterson before one of the games.

"Go Kings!" Tracy Sund cheers on the team.
The winner is...

This year Southeast Region V Tournament attracted 600 some students involved in pep band, basketball, cheerleading, and drill team. It was four days of exhausting Games and outstanding half time performances. Teams from Juneau, Wrangell, Sitka, Mt. Edgecumbe, Petersburg, and Metlakatla all assembled in the Clark Cochrane Gym. With the community of KTN Supporting us in the stands.

The Kayhi girls pulled away with a win against Sitka to enable them to go to state. The boys didn't fair that well against Sitka, losing by two points. The close loss cost them the ticket to state. At the end of the tournament Juneau came out Taking southeast for the boys and girls team.

Top right. Chaos and confusion on the court with the ruling Kings David Walker and Archie Dundas showing the Braves who's boss. Above, Reaching sky high is Aaron Hughes.

Left, With a jump shot is Scott Smith looking for an extra point. Above, Tough King defense traps the ball. Kings are David Walker and Archie Dundas.
Top. A tense situation. With 2 min and 50 sec left on the clock, Penny Hamlin prevents Juneau from scoring.

Above. Who done it? Left to right Penny Hamlin, Sheila Forty, Joanne Lapinski, Jackie Morin and Tasha Norris.

Left. Pulling down the rebound is Amy Hargenbush and Jasmine Stewart. Towering over their opponents.
Action

Lights! Camera! Action!
Looking at these pictures you can grasp a look at this year's Southeast tournament. The Kingsdome was packed with hundreds of fans and over 600 talented athletic students from all over Southeast. This year there were 5 teams that participated in the Drill Team competition and 8 for the cheerleading competition. A mens team from Sitka and Juneau added to the entertainment this year and were both very exciting to watch. Cheerleaders from Haines, Wrangell, Petersburg, Mt. Edgecumbe, Sitka, Juneau, and Metlakatla cheered on their teams during the basketball games. The results of the competition? Both Ketchikan and Juneau's Drill Teams and Cheerleaders came out with Superior routines. And last but not least the Pep Club and Pep Band kept the Kingsdome rockin' and roarin'.

Top: Falling from Heaven with their superior routine is Robin Kimberley, Traci Madden, and Alma Manabat
Right: Varsity Cheerleader Danielle Michaelson claps the rhythm to a victory
Far Right: SHOUT! The K-Highlites strike a superior end pose.
COMES TO LIFE!

Far Left: Rocking out is Jeff Smith, Danielle Hopson, Clint Holt, Ralph Lewis, Jennifer Freeman, and Amy Marksheffel.

Left: blowing hot air is Steve Bloom through his weird shaped trombone

Middle: Kick them high! Kick them low! Cindy Bagli, Jill Glaspey, Jennifer Toledo, Julie Berkey, Jennifer Jackson, Danielle Michaelson, and Sarah Barron stay on their toes.

Above: Ahhhh . . . a few seconds to says Alma Manabat as she lies back on her ladder.

Above: Screaming loud Hillary Webb blows Brian Kistler’s ear drums.

Above: Taking a break Micah Boyer plugs his ears to block out some of Muji Valentines bass.

Left: We feel good if we feel so good! Pep Club roots for the Kings.
Above: One second to win as Paul Myerchin uses all his strength to pin his Guy

Right: Shoot for a take down! Yell Coaches Mr. Kinunen and Miles Handcock.

Right: Encouragement from the coach Miles Handcock as the team gathers around.
The 1991 wrestling team came into the season with high hopes for a repeat of the S.E. title. Although they lost their head coach, Steve Mello, who provided them with the 1st S.E. championship in 15 years, the spot was filled by Miles Hancock. Miles was a national competitor at the University of Oregon. He has the knowledge and experience to provide the team with the skills they need to retain the S.E. trophy this year and for many years to come. With the birth of the wrestling club there have been plenty of fundraisers for out of region travel and the 1st annual "pack the gym night." Although the team lost four seniors who placed in the top two in regionals last year, they have eight returning wrestlers from the varsity lineup. With a young team being so strong, hopes are for the 90's being a decade of Kayhi dominance.

Top Left: I'm number one! Louie Buendia relaxes after his awesome win.

Bottom Left: Trying to get out of a difficult position, Gabe Bolshakoff.
Bottom Right: Waiting to see a pin, Cable Campbell and Henry Webb.
In the beginning, there was volleyball. And in 1991, the Kayhi girls worked towards perfection. Along the way, they learned a few things about volleyball, themselves, and life itself. Keep reading to gain knowledge on these matters. The best thing about volleyball is:

"When all the hard work pays off in a game." "It's fun, exciting, and intense all at once!" "Picking up a killer spike or setting the ball up for a middle or back hit that's unexpected and no one can touch it." "I'll give it a 45. It's got a good beat but I can't dance to it." Taking all of these great comments into consideration, volleyball must be stupendous. Now, don't you wanna go out and play volleyball? So go out and challenge a volleyball player near you, but if they are from Kayhi, be prepared!

Top: Ready and waiting for the serve are Nicole Zeiser, Rebecca Wingren, and Trina Lucas

Running for the save, Angela Wendte waits for the ball

Middle Right: Teamwork! Danielle Hopson and Greta Myerchin reject a Juneau slam.

Center: Going up! Melissa Dwyer blocks the ball with the help of her shadow.
Above: That one deserves a
golf clap, says Amber Haynes
cheerfully

Middle: From left to right, the gang:
Coach Amber Thomas, Melissa
Dwyer, Danielle Hopson, Sarah
Collins, Leilani Finau, Angela Wendte,
Jeanne Morin, Amy Hartgenbush,
Nicole Zeiser, Sheila Forty, Tina
Lucas, Amber Haynes, Becky
Wingren, and Coach Tom LeCompte.
In the front, Amy Marksheffel

Top: total concentration. Leilani
Finau fine tunes her listening skills.
STUDENT LIFE
No, this is not the soap opera, it’s a day in the life of a fellow Kayhi student.
Student all know about the hassles and struggles one day of school can bring.
From the crack of dawn or as your alarm clock buzzes, stumbling bodies arise from a restless sleep and begin their journey through 7 hours (estimated) of school. The long day is equivalent to 420 minutes or 25,200 seconds.

Some say the drama of school begins at 8:15 a.m., but actually the day begins as soon as you make an attempt to get out of bed and head for the shower. Once that obstacle has been accomplished, the countdown for school starts. The average person takes about 1/2 an hour to 1 hour to make certain the day starts off right. Some basic essentials that may help the day go smoother may include enough hairspray, an awesome outfit, a healthy breakfast, and maybe even a sack lunch especially made by mom. Now it’s time to go to school!

Kayhi style

The halls of Kayhi slowly fill up with student bodies before the 8:15 bell rings. Occasionally you can find students racing down the hall to make it to class before the clock strikes 8:20. Homeroom class is probably the most unique. The class usually contains a rowdy group of students or a tired group. The rowdy group usually tends to have lots of talk about. The tired group mingles towards the back of the room to sneak some sleep in. Homeroom starts off with the day’s announcements, frequently read by our SBA president Maile Anslinger. As soon as she is finished, the teacher goes on with the lesson plans for the hour! Homeroom seems so long, it makes you wonder when the day will be actually over. Finally the dismissal bell rings and you’re off to 2nd period.

By the time the first two hours have gone by, your mind is calling for a break and your stomach is calling for a snack. Just between 2nd and 3rd hour, we are allowed a 10 minute break. Brunch breaks rescues us from our hunger pains and gives us time to chat with friends for a few minutes. You’re back to work as soon as snack break comes to an end. 3rd and 4th hour drag on by and before you know it, lunch is just around the corner. The MSR then becomes the major meeting area. Most of the students remain in the school and spend their lunch hour eating in the MSR with friends. Some people take advantage of owning a vehicle and head down to the mall to get something to chow down on. When you return to school, the day just seems to fly right on by. 5th and 6th hour end so quickly and before you know it, school is out-FREEDOM! Hundreds of bodies scurry home and rest up for a brand new day!
For left: General Delivery, Danielle Buster receives birthday greetings from her friends. Left: ZZZZZZ- Ralph Lewis takes a short nap!

Above: Freshening up we find Sheila Forty getting ready before school starts.
Above: On top of old Shull Hill all covered with mud is Davy Price, Dustin Adams, Ryan Davis, Tor Jorgensen, Joe Hasbar, and Reggie Rice. Right. Supporting the Basketball team are Cheri Reenor and Dustin Adams.
How to rest after a week of school

Every night after the sunset reaches the Ketchikan downtown area, you can see the creatures of the night coming out of their living habitats. All they want is something to do. To become better at what they are doing. We questioned some of the creatures, the ones that are called students, as to what they do during night hours.

"Sleep" - Travis Wright
"Dance or go to the movies" - Misty Williams
"I go to Guanas house and sleep" - Myra Kahle
"Go home, plug in my Rossini overtures and drink lemonade" - Tom Nordtvedt
"I play basketball" - Andrea Joseph

"I kiss my daughter, kiss my son and my wife" - Peter Boilling
"I play Trivial Pursuit with my parents" - Dustin Adams
"I go out with my friends, waste gas and race Hap and Ned." - Alma Manabat
"Play poker" - Duke Homan
"Go and watch the basketball games" - Cheri Fleenor

Even though this sounds boring, there are lots of other things going on, like ..., that give the students an excuse to come home in the early morning hours. These things are not to be mentioned.
Right: "Come on Kayhi, let's he!" Cheering fans attempt to disturb Juneau's free throws. The cheerleaders prefer it over yelling.

Below: Tired of old breath mint commercials? Dean Lukin has found the perfect solution for bad breath. Below: Reflecting, Mr. Sander remembers when this was futuristic dress.

Right: The perfect disguise! Brian Schelin has finally found the way to sleep through class.

"I hope this teaches you all to take the garbage out when ma tells you to!" scolds Lee Warren.
Go bananas!!! What possesses Kayhi students to act the way they do? Spirit week? Games? Juneau Bears? Who knows, but whatever it is, it works. School colors day usually is the biggest hit during spirit week, BUT this year, the freshmen showed up at school dressed to kill. Their Hawaiian skirts and shirts were spotted from miles away. Hall decorating was "most excellent" with the Seniors coming in first for their rain forest-jungle theme.

The other halls looked great and all the classes really gave it their all. After the judging, the Senior net was pulled down from the ceiling which caused total chaos. Students were overheard telling Miss Turek "I'm tardy because my button got caught around the net!" There's no logical reason but when the time comes, Kayhi gives 100% effort.

Top left: Do cheerleaders pep you up? Cindi Biagi, Julie Berkey, Jill Gaspey, Danielle Michalson, Jennifer Jackson, Sarah Barron, and Jennifer Toledo.

Human mops sweep the gym floor at a Pep Assembly.
He dribbles down the court, he SHOOTS, HE SCORES!! Hey, wait a minute, I'm supposed to be writing an article, how did I get in a basketball position? Oh, well, I can ease my mind knowing that I'm not the only one this happens to. Come on, admit it, you've all done it before.

You start out very serious minded and determined about everything you will accomplish but bit by bit, your body takes over, suddenly you look like a yoga professional and your legs have gone to sleep. Well, I've got this article out of the way, now if I could only get out of this knot!
Above: Getting comfortable are Sarah Barron and Alma Manabat.

Left: A laid back Carrie Lindeman resists stress.

Above: GROANI Malle Anstinger grimaces at the thought of homework.
LIVING IN AMERICA!

A different life!

You've seen them around and wondered "Who are they?" Well now we are bringing them to you up close. We've got Jan Agthe from Germany, Momoko Susuki from Japan, Toby Ward from Australia, Adam Welz from South Africa, Paula Costa from Brazil, and Dorritt Fredrickson and Thorbjorn (Bill) Rame from Denmark. They are getting experience in American life and loving every minute of it! They are getting to do things they've never done before. According to Bill Rame, "You have forests here. At home you could walk through a forest in half an hour and would see a lot of people." Jan Agthe says he gets to "play around at Harriet Hunt." When asked what he thought about America, Adam Welz said, "I find that Americans know far less about the rest of the world than most of the world knows about America—that is very interesting." These people must definitely enjoy living in America!

Cheese! says Toby Ward and Jackie Morin as they smile for the camera.

Flirting—Joel Kinunen and Dorritt Fredrickson laugh together as get to know each other.

Up We go! says Jan Agthe as he coaxes a stubborn bike up a steep hill.

Trapping- Bill Rame does what he enjoys most about living in America.

"Brilliant!" Budding photographer Adam Welz plans his next awe-inspiring shot.
They'll have to rewrite history books to fit in all of the record breaking news that took place this year! The 1990-1991 school year was loaded with world-changing news.

In early 1990 more than a few feathers were ruffled when environmentalists proclaimed 6,000 spotted owls to be endangered species. Logging in the Pacific Northwest was cut down and many loggers lost their jobs.

NASA suffered engine problems, fuel leaks, and several other embarrassing setbacks.

The nation faced a broccoli-hating president. "Just put toothpaste on it," advised one preschooler.

After 27 years, six months, and a week in prison, Nelson Mandela, symbol of South Africa's anti-apartheid movement, was released from prison.

Roseanne Barr sang (murdered) the national anthem at a San Diego Padres' game.

The Berlin wall was anxiously torn down in a united Germany. The wall slabs sold for as much as $300,000.

After 27 years, six months, and a week in prison.
Into War

One of the most serious events of the year was when the United States and the world entered into war with Iraq on January 16. Almost everyone has expressed a different opinion on our position.

"Television press is glorifying war. People must realize that people can die in war. This is not the Superbowl!" - Sten Carlson

"The media is doing a good job balancing military secrecy and freedom of speech." - Rob Short

"The soldiers should be treated like human beings while they are there and when they get back." - Patience Sherman

"It was unavoidable. Hussien needs to be stopped." - Esther Rhodes

"The American people should have decided to go to war." - Glen Coyille

"I support the troops too. I'm just protesting the war." - Leanne Drake

Some are praying for peace while others support the war, but almost everyone wants to make sure that the men and women in the Persian Gulf are well supported.
Lunch in . . .

Lunch-time, the time of the day when groups of students run in different directions. The favorite places are the mall and the MSR. Students have different ideas about how to create their lunch-time. They eat, cruise and shop. There are a few who go and play in mud puddles in their 4x4 trucks. Some students go home and have lunch with their families. The places where the most students go to eat are: Super Value, Mac Donalds, Sea Mart and Grand deli’s. The favorite food ranges from a simple salad (mostly consumed by wrestlers that are on a diet!) to Big Mac Happy Meals, that often turn out not to be very happy.

Some students don’t eat lunch at all. Those are the wrestlers that have to make their certified weight for the weekend.

Top picture: Enjoying their food are: Sarah Baron and Shay LeBeau
Picture below: A romantic lunch held by Russell Thomas and Male Anslinger at Grand deli’s.

“How long am I supposed to wait here?” wonders John Pool.
Right: Taking a big sip is Jessie Hoyt.
A small talk held by Molly Murphy, Adryn Miller, Andria McConnel, Danielle Michelsen, Sarah Baron, Angela Wendte, Becky Jackson and Sten Carson.

Left picture: Adryn and Andria are surely happy with their choice of food.
Shoot for the moon.
Even if you miss it
you will land among the stars.

Les Brown (1928–)
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"Learning is by nature curiosity... prying into everything, reluctant to leave anything, material or immaterial, unexplained."

- PHILO
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Fjord Photography Norman Dupre-Jane Hanchett, owners.

Cherri Davis Congratulates the class of '91.
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Congratulations Class of 1991

Pioneer Printing Co.
Ketchikan Daily News Southeastern Explorer
501 Dock Ketchikan, Ak. 225-3157
South Coast Inc.

Box 8620 Ketchikan, Alaska

Congratulations to the Class of 1991

Good Luck to the Class of '91
Viel Gluck dem Jahrgang '91
Good Luck to the Class of '91

Jan Agthe

Bushweg 39
2902 rostede

Congratulations
Seniors

PLAZA SPORTS
In the Plaza

ALASKAN HOME FISHING
World Class Lodging
World Class Fishing
Third World Driveway
Luxury Rooms
Courtesy Transfer
Rob Holston

1380 Alderwood St. NTG • Ketchikan, AK 99901 • 907.225.6019

May you find your
place in the sun.

CLASS OF 1991

MCBRIDE'S
Entertainment Center
in the Plaza Mall
Congratulations the Class of 1991
Good Luck in the future

TALBOT'S
Pro Building Supply
1101 Tongass 225-6671
Congratulations Seniors
Dick’s Body Shop Congratulates

1991 Seniors       1638 Tongass 225-5679

Congratulations Class of 1991

We thank our student employees for a job well done

Super Valu-Family Village
INVENTORY

Arthur Beinnel 47
Robert Benson 45, 47, 99
Jennifer Berg 7
Kely Berg 57, 92
Paul Bergeron 8, 17, 89, 95
Julie Bentley 36, 40, 120, 121, 123, 137
Cindy Biggs 36, 83, 97, 120, 123, 137
Carrie Bibeau 30, 45, 89, 91, 95
Claire Bakk 36, 144, 155, 157
Kelly Blake 36, 419
Nicole Blake 17
Steve Bloom 3, 17, 74, 89, 95, 125
Erik Boldt 47
Kim Boldt 56
Robert Bohrer 17
Gregory Bohachok 126, 127
B.J. Booth 56
Jeremy Borch 36
Shawn Borch 57
Kristal Boulain 36, 76
Mike Bouler 92
Tiffany Bowes 56
Micah Boyer 47, 89, 95, 125
Rosanna Boyer 18
Kimberly Bradford 56
Allan Brand 47
Howard Brand 37
Ted Brand 47, 48
Alisa Brees 56, 75
Justin Breese 18
Jared Bright 37
Tobias Bright 56, 60
Todd Bright 92, 101
Shelley Branch 18, 74, 75, 82
Randall Bromley 12, 37, 110
Ryan Bromley 56
Erik Brown 47
Sheila Brown 47, 92
Tracey Brown 47
Christopher Bruce 56, 75, 89
James Bruce 49, 89, 95, 127
Krista Buetner 56, 99
Jalen, Bruesch 56
Tadashi Bucknell 47, 99, 119
Jill Buell 37, 83
Melinda Buell 56, 121
Luis Bueno 37, 58, 126, 127
Paul Bueno 37
Michele Burnett 37, 38, 45, 115
Norma Burton 37
Dannette Burch 16, 18, 133
James Bryan 56, 111
Michael Canfield 56
Rachel Cannon 56
Ronald Cannon 92
Sten Carlson 11, 19, 145
Jody Carson 57
Julie Carson 57
Traci Chapman 57
Angela Christensen 19
Chris Christensen 19
Peter Choctaw 57
Susan Coady 37
Jeanine Colegrove 47
Christopher Collins 47
Sarah Collins 37, 87, 97, 129
Mike Combs 47, 101
Alexander Conley 47, 75
Brand Conway 47
Michael Conway 47, 77
Emily Cook 57, 71, 90, 92
Jennifer Cordie 107
Nicole Corely 37
Paula Costa 19, 140, 141
Glenn Coville 19, 86, 132, 142
Chris Cowan 57, 111
Brooks Crockett 33, 45, 87, 106, 107
Shannon Crowder 47
Brianna Croy 37
Patrick Cruise 57, 111
Carol Cruz 57, 92, 99
Melody Cummins 57, 82
Chris Curley 57, 111
Nathaniel Curry 47
Ariana Cusack 57, 98
Carolyn Duckett 20, 75
Kathryn Duff 57
Todd Duncan 48
Lonnie Dunik 48, 55
Amy Dwyer 48
Melisa Dwyer 6, 38, 82, 119, 126, 129
Lydia, Ears 73
Christopher Eddy 48
Gary Enheart 20, 83, 101
Jesse Ensher 38
Tina Elliott 57, 58
Eric Embree 58
Jason Ewell 58
Heidi Erickson 66, 99
Rhonda Erickson 38, 90, 95
Mathew Ertzberger 48
Charles Escott 20
Misty Estes 56
John Evans 38
Marcie Feder 38
Corrie Fairbanks 48, 82, 95
Clint Faulkner 48, 92, 127
Randy Feathers 48
Robert Feiler 20
Jody Ferguson 38
Leiari Finau 57, 58, 87, 115, 129
Autumn Finley 58
Amber Fisher 68
Angela Fisk 58
Cheri Flanagan 38, 83, 134
Jesse Flory 20, 101
Sonia Folland 38
Sheila Forty 38, 113, 123, 133, 129
Mary Franklin 38, 39, 83, 90
Doris Frederiksen 21, 107, 140, 141
Jennifer Freeman 21, 93, 128
Blasco Frazier 58
Jeremy Frye 48
Angela Fuller 21
INDEX

Christine Lund 60
Mark Lundemol 60
Elena Lundemol 90
Corin Lundberg 2, 50, 95
Jason Luther 60
Matthew Luk 20, 107

Kristoffer Mackie 50, 83, 127
Evelyn Macmanus 63, 98, 119
Michael Madon 63, 90
Traci Maddern 11, 25, 29, 82, 89, 92, 95, 124
Shane Mann 50, 109, 110
Alex Mark 50
Aino Mandat 6, 25, 29, 60, 69, 74, 82, 118, 119, 124, 125, 139
Anthony Mandat 50, 62, 111
Melinda Maneman 60, 84
Dennis Mann 60
Melissa Manke 99
Matthew Maplesden 60, 83
Stacy Maplesden 25, 33, 88, 101, 142
Kimberly Marc 60
Jennifer Mark 25, 82
Amy Markoff 48, 95, 100, 125, 129
James Markson 25, 104
Giese Mathis 50
Cheryl May 60, 99, 121
Charlie Mc Rees 92, 94, 167
Tommy McAllister 50, 83
Michael McAlpin 41
Reese McCauley 41, 83
Andrea McCormick 25, 25, 31, 119, 145
Maria McDaniel 50
Michael McDowell 51
Alyssa McEachern 51
Michael McEachern 61
Vanessa McEwen 42, 100
Craig McMillan 41, 78, 89, 91, 95, 147
Jennifer Macbeth 61, 89, 93, 115
Steve McKelvey 51
Tara McLoughlin 41
Brian McMillan 51
Catherine McKibben 51
Bill Meck 51
Andrew Merritt 61, 111, 127
Pamela Mckee 41
Charles Metzner 41
Danielle Michaels 10, 25, 95, 120, 121, 124, 125, 137, 142
Linda Miller 30, 41, 74, 90, 91
Adyn Miller 41, 25, 95, 107
Cherriene Miller 51
Corinne Miller 51
Constance Miller 51
Ginie Miller 41, 54, 58, 76
Joni Miller 61
Ruby Miller 41, 90
Crystal Miller 41
Sean Mitchel 51, 95, 107
Brenda Moberly 51
Lea Moberly 61
Rhea Morejon 61, 53, 99
Stacy Moore 26
Shawna Morgan 41
Jackie Mons 36, 13, 123, 140
Jean Moin 25, 70, 92, 95, 125
Barbara Morison 83
Kelly Morris 41
Victoria Mulder 26
Andrew Mullin 61, 90
Gergie Murlaugh 41
Kelli Murphy 70, 20

Kara Hendricks 22
Steven Hendricks 49
William Hendricks 9, 99, 111
Christine Hart 63, 99
Jason Harkness 22
Danny Haggard 49
Chris Hodakiewicz 22, 75
Karen Hollander 49
Clinton Holt 52, 89, 125
Duke Horizon 22, 126, 127
Diana Hopson 22, 89, 95, 125, 128, 129
Eric Hovde 39
Jesse Hoyt 59, 144
Lisa Huff 11, 22
Patrick Huff 49
Aaron Hughes 39, 95, 109, 122
Derek Hulse 59
Quentin Hurnhead 59, 104
Amber Hustead 39
Duff Hustead 49
Suzanne Hustead 59
James Hutchison 22
Aron Hutchins 39

Jake Ingman 49, 93

Alison Jackson 49, 75
Becky Jackson 10, 22, 119, 145
Jennifer Jackson 40, 22, 74, 95, 120, 121, 125, 137
Stephen Jackson 99
Jacklyn James 22
Jean Janss 39
Graham Jarek 39
Shawn Jaster 22, 33
Stephanie Jaster 40
Elk Jansen 59
Bran Jordan 32, 70, 96
Ronald Jordan 59, 88
Cari John 60, 104
Melissa Johnson 50, 97, 98
Bradlee Jones 23, 89, 95, 97
Brian Jones 12, 49, 110
Clayton Jones 23, 74
Toy Jorgensen 39, 134
Andrew Joseph 39, 82, 83, 115
Joshua Jones 49

Denise Kacenas 49
Myra Kahle 6, 23, 82, 119
Nicole Kahn 49, 50
Beau Kelly 60
Mareen Kelly 60
Chris Kemp 23, 74, 109
Mathew Kemp 60, 110
Carolyn Kerven 40
Eric Keener 49
Kathie Kester 60
Jennifer Kethan 49
Harold Kifer 60, 64
Eric Kibury 40, 89, 90
Amber Kile 39
Felicia Kile 28, 95, 119
Robin Kimberly 8, 24, 33, 87, 91, 92, 116, 118, 119
Wendy King 24, 92, 143
Warren King 49
Joel Kinnell 36, 40, 140, 167
Bryan Kistler 60, 111, 125
Greathen Klein 34, 40, 104, 106
Ryan Klinker 59, 54, 110
Shane Klinser 50
Richard Klinker 59, 83
Ryan Kuenzi 24
Preston Kraus 50
Wally Kubey 60
Jessica Kublom 50
Molly Murphy 25, 95, 97, 145
Gretel Myerchin 58, 41, 140, 128
Paul Myerchin 8, 20, 81, 126, 127

Liam Roland 63
Jennifer Rose 63, 74
Lloyd Ruano 53
Makia Rustead 63

David Saltke 42, 73
Shawn Sando 53, 95, 132
Aneta Sands 42
Suzette Sangster 42
Brian Schein 28, 77, 83, 136
Linda Schmitt 63
Aaron Schultz 63, 111
Allica Scoblic 63
Thomas Scott 28, 135
Joseph Sears 43
Kim Sears 28
Rex Saley 53, 83
Steve Saley 28
Chris Sever 53
Brad Seiford 43

Clauodine Guincevova 26

Gennie Robinson 28
Ronald Race 42, 89, 95
Thordiyom Rome 28, 141
Jeff Rankin 28, 95
Robert Rankin 53, 99
Nerissa Ramussen 22
Chuck Rattal 53
Kyan Reese 53, 87, 109
Ronald Reimer 53, 98
Anne Reynolds 53, 83
Jack Reynolds 63
Esther Rhodes 28, 83, 143
Nicole Shyrer 42, 115
Reggie Rice 134
Michelle Richardson 63
Matthew Ridinger 63, 111
April Riley 63
Byron Robards 63
Deidra Roberts 63
Terry Roberts 42

Dierone Tashell 44
Angie Taggart 43, 83, 101
Christina Taveras 44
Dominic Taveras 43
James Taveras 77
Matthew Taveras 54
Dawn Taylor 30
Jed Taylor 64, 127
Loreal Taylor 30
Randy Taylor 81, 85, 106
Amanda Tennant 43
Jenny Tennant 64, 97
Rod Thomas 61, 64, 73, 127, 166
Russell Thomas 53, 51, 54, 92, 97, 144, 166
Jennifer Thompson 44, 74, 90, 91, 118, 119
Sydney Thompson 41, 44, 91
John Three 64
Heather Thynnes 10, 31
Brian Tilcken 64, 99
John Tilcken 71, 79, 89, 95, 101, 104
Jennifer Toledo 2, 56, 117, 120, 121, 125, 137
Melissa Townsend 44
Michael Trail 31
Chandra Travers 40, 54, 90, 104
Clarence Trout 31
Ronald Trout 44
Davinia Tullos 54
Brenda Tully 54, 90

Casey O'Brien 62, 99
Cade O'Neil 27, 88, 127
Deanna O'Sullivan 42, 119
Jeb Oaksmith 42
Anthony Ommer 62
Jennifer Ommer 62
Terry Olmstead 42, 99
Jesse Ormont 62
Mandi Olmstead 52
Sheeh Owens 42

Clay Brown 60, 95, 127
Richard Neudweczyki 61, 99
Bob Neudweczyki 26
Jeff Neudham 81
Jim Negley 61, 98
Jenny Nelson 62
Joen Nelson 36, 42
Dona Ner 26, 87
Joni Ner 52, 75
Jane Nelik 26, 73, 89, 95
Teresa Newcomb 26, 126, 127
Jill Nordvold 62, 104
Jim Nordvold 27, 36, 62, 104, 135, 150
Scheele Norman 62
Stephanie Norris 42, 74, 87, 112, 113, 123
Jana Norris 56, 62, 119
David Nyberg 62
Daniel Nygard 62, 90
Michael Nygard 52
David Valentine 81, 89, 95
Rebecca Valentine 44, 74, 107
Sonja Vanhook 81
Ty Vandergrift 44, 84, 107
Jackie Vanvleck 40, 54, 113
Donald Varnell 44, 135
Francis Vest 31
Michael Vig 44, 109
Kess Vincent 31
Nathan Vilain 54

Mateo Yuanan 55
Paul Young 44

Wade 55, 99
Christine Walker 8, 31, 74, 86, 101, 113, 18
Sadie Walker 44, 78, 81, 190, 122
Carol Walker 44, 66
Walker 31
Lisa Wallace 58, 65, 82
Thirtke Wallace 55
Gayle Wallin 31
Shawn Ward 55
Anthony Ward 32
Robert Ward 44, 83, 140, 141
Lyle Ward 31, 83, 136
Tammy Webb 50, 55, 126, 127
My Webb 50, 32, 116, 119, 125
Jim Webber 30, 40, 44, 44
Cheryl Werns 55
Tina Werner 44, 107
Stephanie Wes 32
Gary Wess 56, 89, 94
Rachelle Wesley 56
Jay Wills 55
Jim Wirtz 141

Kathy Wendtke 10, 32, 59, 74, 112, 113, 128, 145
Wendte 12, 59, 63, 111
Wetzel 55

George Whitesides 65
Nielke Williams 6, 32
Nancy Williams 32, 89, 95
Nan Williams 55
Larry Williams 32, 82, 83, 92
Kris Williams 55
Beverly Wills 44
Deanna Wingren 44, 74, 113, 128, 129
Billy Woodcock 55
Worley 55
Tan Wright 65, 93
Terri Wright 57, 66, 82, 90

Clinton Zartman 65
Shelly Zartman 32
Guthrie Zastrow 32
Andrea Zeiser 55
Andrea Zeiser 10, 17, 25, 32, 118, 119
Noelle Zeiser 119, 126, 129
Noah Zeiser 13, 55, 98, 110, 127
Car Zick 65, 106, 110
Eric Zook 44

Above: Our 90-91 dedicated Willway Staff.
Left: Willway's fearless leader, Mr. Boiling, searches for the right picture.
Above: "Don't be sad, tomorrow is another day." Sighs Tom Nordtvedt.

Right: "Goodbye!" Russel Thomas sings the blues.

Right: "This is it!" Rod Thomas exclaims.

WE HAVE LOOKED
Towards the Future...

Another year goes by and we have the opportunity to look back at the wonderful and not so wonderful memories. We have a record of what we have looked for in the future and have now seen as the past. People and lives change as they travel through the year. They are affected by many different events occurring in and out of school. These four years have such a great impact on us that we will only see it well after we have collected all four of your high school yearbooks. Then we will have actual proof of the exciting happenings in our crazy adolescent years. Yes, in time our memories will fade, but luckily we have a personal reminder of our 1990-91 school year.


Closing
Courtesy of Ketchikan Public Library and Ketchikan Museums
FBI agent Dale Cooper (Kyle MacLachlan) solved the mystery of who killed Laura Palmer on TV's "Twin Peaks". Also shown: co-star Michael Ontkean. 2 Buster Douglas knocked out Mike Tyson for the heavyweight boxing title. Eight months later he lost to Evander Holyfield. 3 Entertainer Sammy Davis Jr. died. 4 Ted Danson accepts an Emmy Award for best lead actor in a comedy series for his role in "Cheers". 5 Heavy equipment was used to knock down damaged buildings after about 50,000 people were killed by an earthquake in Iran. 6 Isiah Thomas and Mark Aguirre celebrated after the Detroit Pistons defeated Portland to win the NBA Championship. 7 Tel Aviv was hit by Scud missiles fired by Iraq after Iraqi troops invaded Kuwait. 8 Jozsef Antall chairman of the Hungarian Democratic Forum, shows victory sign after his party won the election in Hungary. 9 An exhibit of photographs by the late Robert Mapplethorpe raised questions about national funding for art. 10 In South Africa F.W. De Klerk legalized the African National Congress and released Nelson Mandela. He is shown talking with Mandela. 11 Violeta de Chamorro flashed a "V" sign after she won the presidency in Nicaragua. 12 Leonard Bernstein, renowned composer and conductor, died.

Photos by Wide World Photos

Victory in Nicaragua